Dear readers,

this book is a collection of selected articles on airborne wind energy, a renewable energy technology that uses airborne devices to harness the power of the wind. Motivated by the aim to make the world less dependent on fossil energy sources, this technology is currently under investigation by researchers at start-up companies and universities. These researchers are all driven by the conviction that airborne wind energy systems have the potential to substantially contribute to the generation of cost-competitive renewable energy in the years to come, complementing other renewable energy systems.

The motivation for editing this book was that we felt a strong need for a monograph that combines and presents the many existing and exciting results from the researchers working in the field. Before this book, several authors had already written important scientific publications related to airborne wind energy, but these were scattered in diverse research journals, each with a different scope. A unified presentation of the topic was missing.

We are very happy that the present book contains reviewed articles from most of the many scientists that made important contributions to the field. In this book, they present their newest findings or make previous results more accessible to the public. We are equally happy that we succeeded in convincing nearly all start-up companies in the field to present some of their research results to the public, despite the fact that they need to protect their intellectual property. These authors present their research results in a form that allows the reader to get an understanding of the current industrial state-of-the-art of the technology, and even to draw some comparisons between the realized concepts.

One of the aims of the book is to further deepen the scientific exchange and mutual interactions within the young and vibrant airborne wind energy community. Let us in the following first give a short historical perspective on airborne wind energy, and then describe the organization of the review process and the contents of the book in more detail.
A historical perspective on airborne wind energy

The idea to use airborne devices, in particular kites, for generation of usable power dates back many centuries; most ancient civilizations knew how to fly kites, and occasionally people used them to pull loads on the ground, like carriages or ships. Probably the first dedicated research volume on the topic appears in 1827, when George Pocock publishes the book “The Aeropleustic Art or Navigation in the Air by the use of Kites, or Buoyant Sails” and experiments successfully with carriages driven by kites, which he calls charvolant.

However, for much over a century, most energy related innovations are related to coal and petrol; it is only during the energy crisis of the 1970s that a strong interest in non-fossil power sources arises again. This also includes airborne wind energy and, astonishingly, already in 1975 appears a patent by Payne and Mc Cutchen on the “Self-Erecting Windmill” which contains nearly all concepts of airborne wind energy for electric power generation, including on-board wind turbines and even a dual plane system. Four years later, in 1979, the Australian engineer Bryan Roberts performs first experiments towards the exploitation of high altitude wind power by devices that he calls the flying electric generators.

A seminal contribution to the field appears in 1980, when the American engineer Miles Loyd publishes his article “Crosswind Kite Power” and with it lays the foundation for a quantitative analysis of airborne wind power systems. Loyd also patents a crosswind system that uses on-board wind turbines which transmit their power via three moving tethers to the ground. In the two decades from 1980 to 2000, airborne wind energy remains nearly stagnant, while the ground-based, conventional wind power technology develops tremendously and establishes a de-facto standard with the three-bladed Danish wind turbine.

However, with the advent of new tether and control technologies, airborne wind energy research starts to accelerate again at the turn of the century, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In 1997, the Dutch astronaut and university professor Wubbo Ockels patents
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the concept of the Laddermill, a series of multiple stacked kites driving a generator on the ground, and starts to investigate flexible wing systems in pumping mode with his team at Delft University of Technology. In 2001, the company SkySails is founded in Germany, and develops the first commercial kite system for ship traction. A large-scale variant is experimentally demonstrated and flown automatically a few years later on cargo ships.

In 2005, a high altitude wind power (HAWP) conference was held at AeroVironment in California, while in 2006, the company Makani Power is founded in California, with substantial funds by google. Initially working on flexible pumping kite concepts, the focus is later shifted to rigid wings with on-board generation. Simultaneously, the companies WindLift in the US and NTS in Germany are founded, and the KiteGen project in Italy realizes a pumping kite power system based on a dual line surf kite. In 2007, an international workshop on “modelling and optimization of power generating kites” is held at KU Leuven, Belgium, and a variety of research papers on the control of airborne wind energy systems appear.

In 2008, the start-up company Joby Energy is founded in California, and helps to create the Airborne Wind Energy Consortium (AWEC). The idea to form the AWEC emerges in 2009, when a high-altitude wind power conference is held in Chico, California. In 2010, the first Airborne Wind Energy Conference (AWEC 2010) is held in Stanford. From then on, there is one annual international conference, alternating...
between the US and Europe. The second conference in this series takes place 2011 in Leuven (AWEC 2011) and the companies Makani Power and SkySails demonstrate fully automatic flight including start and landing.

In 2012, the third conference takes place in Virginia (AWEC 2012). In the same year, Corwin Hardham, CEO of Makani, dies unexpectedly, to the regret of the whole AWE community. In spring 2013, Makani Power is acquired by Google, the secretive division of Google dedicated to futuristic long-shot projects, and in autumn 2013 the fourth conference is held in Berlin (AWEC 2013). Also in 2013, the first monograph on “Airborne Wind Energy” is published by Springer Verlag in form of the present book.

Fig. 2 maps the worldwide commercial and academic research and development activities on Airborne Wind Energy in 2013, and also shows the many teams that have contributed to this volume.

About this book

The present book consists of 35 independently written chapters and is the work of many people. Each of the submitted articles underwent a rigorous review process with at least two and up to four reviews per submitted article, and with two consecutive review rounds for the majority of the articles. Altogether, 44 articles were submitted, and 62 reviewers helped to ensure and improve their quality. The names of the reviewers are listed in the following section and we express our thanks for their fast, competent and constructive reviews. To keep the review process as anonymous and impartial as possible, the three editors distributed the submitted articles among each other, each organizing the review process for one subset of articles independently. We did not disclose the names of each article’s reviewers to each other, and articles in which one of the editors was directly or indirectly involved were handled by another editor.

We have ordered the chapters into five parts. Part I on “Fundamentals” contains seven general articles explaining the principles of airborne wind energy and its different variants, of meteorology, the history of kites, and financing strategies. Part II on “System Modeling, Optimization and Control” contains eight articles that develop and use detailed dynamic models for simulation, optimization, and control of airborne wind energy systems, while Part III on “Analysis of Flexible Kite Dynamics” collects four articles that focus on the particularly challenging simulation problems related to flexible kites. Part IV “Implemented Concepts” contains eleven articles each of which presents developed prototypes together with real-world experimental results obtained with the different concepts. Finally, in Part V on “Component Design”, five articles are collected that address in detail the technical challenges for some of the components of airborne wind energy.

We hope that the present book will serve as a reference to academic and industrial practitioners of airborne wind energy and will allow the interested public to assess the current state-of-the-art of the different implemented concepts. Most important,
we do hope that reading the book will be as entertaining and interesting for the general reader as it was for us in the role of editors.
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